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• Lack of transparency limits adoption in decision-critical 
domains

• Algorithmic decision making - models that impact lives 
should come with explanations!

• EU's GDPR law (2018) guarantees a "right to explanation"

• A means to satisfy other criteria (e.g., fairness, privacy, 
causality [Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2018])
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• Emergent sub-field of AI, suffers from:

• Ill-defined goals

• No universally agreed-upon definition

• Few formalisms - existing ones sometimes contradictory

• Under-appreciation among many in the community
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provide useful abstractions that summarize the model's 
behavior

By definition

incomplete

Implies a concrete objective, e.g. debugging, 
auditing, verifying model properties 

All explanations are deficient, some are useful

"All models are wrong, some 

are useful" - George E.P. Box
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"All explanations are glorified heatmaps on the input"

• Higher level concepts (instead if inputs) 
[Kim et al. 2017]

Testing with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV)

Figure 1. Testing with Concept Activation Vectors: Given a user-defined set of examples for a concept (e.g., ‘striped’), and random
examples a�, labeled training-data examples for the studied class (zebras) b�, and a trained network c�, TCAV can quantify the model’s
sensitivity to the concept for that class. CAVs are learned by training a linear classifier to distinguish between the activations produced by
a concept’s examples and examples in any layer d�. The CAV is the vector orthogonal to the classification boundary (vlC , red arrow). For
the class of interest (zebras), TCAV uses the directional derivative SC,k,l(x) to quantify conceptual sensitivity e�.

the model prediction’s sensitivity to an underlying high-
level concept, learned by a CAV. For instance, given an ML
image model recognizing zebras, and a new, user-defined
set of examples defining ‘striped’, TCAV can quantify the
influence of striped concept to the ‘zebra’ prediction as
a single number. In addition, we conduct statistical tests
where CAVs are randomly re-learned and rejected unless
they show a significant and stable correlation with a model
output class or state value. (This is detailed in Section 3.2).

Our work on TCAV was pursued with the following goals.
Accessibility: Requires little to no ML expertise of user.
Customization: Adapts to any concept (e.g., gender) and

is not limited to concepts considered during training.
Plug-in readiness: Works without any retraining or modi-

fication of the ML model.
Global quantification: Can interpret entire classes or sets

of examples with a single quantitative measure, and
not just explain individual data inputs.

We perform experiments using TCAV to gain insights and
reveal dataset biases in widely-used neural network mod-
els and with a medical application (diabetic retinopathy),
confirming our findings with a domain expert. We con-
duct human subject experiments to quantitatively evaluate
feature-based explanations and to contrast with TCAV.

2. Related work
In this section, we provide an overview of existing inter-
pretability methods, methods specific to neural networks,
and methods that leverage the local linearity of neural net-
works.

2.1. Interpretability methods

To achieve interpretability, we have two options: (1) restrict
ourselves to inherently interpretable models or (2) post-
process our models in way that yields insights. While option
1 offers simplicity as the explanation is embedded in the
model (Kim et al., 2014; Doshi-Velez et al., 2015; Tibshirani,
1994; Zou et al., 2004; Ustun et al., 2013; Caruana et al.,
2015), this option might be costly for users who already
have a working high performance model. With increasing
demands for more explainable ML (Goodman & Flaxman,
2016), there is an growing need for methods that can be
applied without retraining or modifying the network.

One of many challenges of option 2 is to ensure that the
explanation correctly reflects the model’s complex internals.
One way to address this is to use the generated explana-
tion as an input, and check the network’s output for valida-
tion. This is typically used in perturbation-based/sensitivity
analysis-based interpretability methods to either use data
points (Koh & Liang, 2017) or features (Ribeiro et al., 2016;
Lundberg & Lee, 2017) as a form of perturbation, and check
how the network’s response changes. They maintain the
consistency either locally (i.e., explanation is true for a data
point and its neighbors) or globally (i.e., explanation is true
for most data points in a class) by construction. TCAV is a
type of global perturbation method, as it perturbs data points
towards a human-relatable concept to generate explanations.

However, even a perturbation-based method can be inconsis-
tent if the explanation is only true for a particular data point
and its neighbors (Ribeiro et al., 2016) (i.e., local explana-
tion), and not for all inputs in the class. For example, they
may generate contradicting explanations for two data points
in the same class, resulting in decreased user trust. TCAV
produces explanations that are not only true for a single data
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Figure 1. Components of influence. (a) What is the effect of the training loss and H
�1

✓̂
terms in Iup,loss? Here, we plot Iup,loss against

variants that are missing these terms and show that they are necessary for picking up the truly influential training points. For these
calculations, we use logistic regression to distinguish 1’s from 7’s in MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), picking an arbitrary test point ztest;
similar trends hold across other test points. Green dots are train images of the same label as the test image (7) while red dots are 1’s.
Left: Without the train loss term, we overestimate the influence of many training points: the points near the y=0 line should have
Iup,loss close to 0, but instead have high influence when we remove the train loss term. Mid: Without H�1

✓̂
, all green training points are

helpful (removing each point increases test loss) and all red points are harmful (removing each point decreases test loss). This is because
8x, x ⌫ 0 (all pixel values are positive), so x ·xtest � 0, but it is incorrect: many harmful training points actually share the same label as
ztest. See panel (b). Right: Without training loss or H�1

✓̂
, what is left is the scaled Euclidean inner product ytesty ·�(�ytest✓

>
xtest) ·x>

testx,
which fails to accurately capture influence; the scatter plot deviates quite far from the diagonal. (b) The test image and a harmful training
image with the same label. To the model, they look very different, so the presence of the training image makes the model think that the
test image is less likely to be a 7. The Euclidean inner product does not pick up on these less intuitive, but important, harmful influences.

space (e.g., Ribeiro et al. (2016)); if all points have the
same norm, this is equivalent to choosing x with the largest
x ·xtest. For intuition, we compare this to Iup,loss(z, ztest) on
a logistic regression model and show that influence is much
more accurate at accounting for the effect of training.

Let p(y | x) = �(y✓>x), with y 2 {�1, 1} and �(t) =
1

1+exp(�t) . We seek to maximize the probability of the
training set. For a training point z = (x, y), L(z, ✓) =

log(1 + exp(�y✓>x)), r✓L(z, ✓) = ��(�y✓>x)yx,
and H✓ =

1
n

Pn
i=1 �(✓

>xi)�(�✓>xi)xix>
i . From (2),

Iup,loss(z, ztest) is:

�ytesty · �(�ytest✓
>xtest) · �(�y✓>x) · x>

testH
�1
✓̂

x.

We highlight two key differences from x · xtest. First,
�(�y✓>x) gives points with high training loss more influ-
ence, revealing that outliers can dominate the model pa-
rameters. Second, the weighted covariance matrix H�1

✓̂
measures the “resistance” of the other training points to the
removal of z; if r✓L(z, ✓̂) points in a direction of little
variation, its influence will be higher since moving in that
direction will not significantly increase the loss on other
training points. As we show in Fig 1, these differences
mean that influence functions capture the effect of model
training much more accurately than nearest neighbors.

3. Efficiently Calculating Influence
There are two computational challenges to using
Iup,loss(z, ztest) = �r✓L(ztest, ✓̂)>H

�1
✓̂

r✓L(z, ✓̂). First, it
requires forming and inverting H✓̂ =

1
n

Pn
i=1 r2

✓L(zi, ✓̂),
the Hessian of the empirical risk. With n training points
and ✓ 2 Rp, this requires O(np2 + p3) operations, which

is too expensive for models like deep neural networks with
millions of parameters. Second, we often want to calculate
Iup,loss(zi, ztest) across all training points zi.

The first problem is well-studied in second-order optimiza-
tion. The idea is to avoid explicitly computing H�1

✓̂
; in-

stead, we use implicit Hessian-vector products (HVPs) to
efficiently approximate stest

def
= H�1

✓̂
r✓L(ztest, ✓̂) and then

compute Iup,loss(z, ztest) = �stest · r✓L(z, ✓̂). This also
solves the second problem: for each test point of inter-
est, we can precompute stest and then efficiently compute
�stest ·r✓L(zi, ✓̂) for each training point zi.

We discuss two techniques for approximating stest, both
relying on the fact that the HVP of a single term in H✓̂,
[r2

✓L(zi, ✓̂)]v, can be computed for arbitrary v in the same
time that r✓L(zi, ✓̂) would take, which is typically O(p)
(Pearlmutter, 1994).

Conjugate gradients (CG). The first technique is a stan-
dard transformation of matrix inversion into an optimiza-
tion problem. Since H✓̂ � 0 by assumption, H�1

✓̂
v ⌘

argmint{ 1
2 t

>H✓̂t � v>t}. We can solve this with CG
approaches that only require the evaluation of H✓̂t, which
takes O(np) time, without explicitly forming H✓̂. While an
exact solution takes p CG iterations, in practice we can get
a good approximation with fewer iterations; see Martens
(2010) for more details.

Stochastic estimation. With large datasets, standard CG
can be slow; each iteration still goes through all n train-
ing points. We use a method developed by Agarwal et al.
(2016) to get an estimator that only samples a single point
per iteration, which results in significant speedups.
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the model prediction’s sensitivity to an underlying high-
level concept, learned by a CAV. For instance, given an ML
image model recognizing zebras, and a new, user-defined
set of examples defining ‘striped’, TCAV can quantify the
influence of striped concept to the ‘zebra’ prediction as
a single number. In addition, we conduct statistical tests
where CAVs are randomly re-learned and rejected unless
they show a significant and stable correlation with a model
output class or state value. (This is detailed in Section 3.2).
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confirming our findings with a domain expert. We con-
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2015), this option might be costly for users who already
have a working high performance model. With increasing
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2016), there is an growing need for methods that can be
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One of many challenges of option 2 is to ensure that the
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One way to address this is to use the generated explana-
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tion. This is typically used in perturbation-based/sensitivity
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points (Koh & Liang, 2017) or features (Ribeiro et al., 2016;
Lundberg & Lee, 2017) as a form of perturbation, and check
how the network’s response changes. They maintain the
consistency either locally (i.e., explanation is true for a data
point and its neighbors) or globally (i.e., explanation is true
for most data points in a class) by construction. TCAV is a
type of global perturbation method, as it perturbs data points
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in [Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017] for more details)
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"Interpretability is always necessary / useful "

[DVK17]: "Need for interpretability stems from an incompleteness 
in the problem formalization"

• It's necessary in:

• Decision-critical domains with human intervention (e.g., 
medical)

• Settings where law protects right to explanation (e.g., legal)

• Less so for fully automatic systems with no human 
intervention, not critical domain (e.g. postal code sorting)
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• A justification for a particular prediction

• Should be:

• small

• self-contained

• sufficient

• Simplest approach: 

"what parts of the input led to a particular prediction"

What is an "explanation" anyways?

!12
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(a) Original Image (b) Guided Backprop ‘Cat’ (c) Grad-CAM ‘Cat’ (d) Guided Grad-CAM ‘Cat’ (e) Occlusion map for ‘Cat’ (f) ResNet Grad-CAM ‘Cat’

(g) Original Image (h) Guided Backprop ‘Dog’ (i) Grad-CAM ‘Dog’ (j) Guided Grad-CAM ‘Dog’ (k) Occlusion map for ‘Dog’ (l) ResNet Grad-CAM ‘Dog’
Figure 1: (a) Original image with a cat and a dog. (b-f) Support for the cat category according to various visualizations for VGG and ResNet. (b) Guided Backpropagation [46]:
highlights all contributing features. (c, f) Grad-CAM (Ours): localizes class-discriminative regions, (d) Combining (b) and (c) gives Guided Grad-CAM, which gives high-
resolution class-discriminative visualizations.Interestingly, the localizations achieved by our Grad-CAM technique, (c) are very similar to results from occlusion sensitivity (e),
while being orders of magnitude cheaper to compute. (f, l) are Grad-CAM visualizations for ResNet-18 layer. Note that in (d, f, i, l), red regions corresponds to high score for
class, while in (e, k), blue corresponds to evidence for the class. Figure best viewed in color.

modules for uninterpretable ones that achieve greater perfor-
mance through greater abstraction (more layers) and tighter
integration (end-to-end training). Recently introduced deep
residual networks (ResNets) [18] are over 200-layers deep
and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
lenging tasks. Such complexity makes these models hard to
interpret. As such, deep models are beginning to explore the
spectrum between interpretability and accuracy.

Zhou et al. [51] recently proposed a technique called
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for identifying discrimina-
tive regions used by a restricted class of image classification
CNNs which do not contain any fully-connected layers. In
essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.

[Image Credit: Selvaraju et al.]
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and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
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In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
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Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
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ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
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is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
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ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
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essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.
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Figure 1: (a) Original image with a cat and a dog. (b-f) Support for the cat category according to various visualizations for VGG and ResNet. (b) Guided Backpropagation [46]:
highlights all contributing features. (c, f) Grad-CAM (Ours): localizes class-discriminative regions, (d) Combining (b) and (c) gives Guided Grad-CAM, which gives high-
resolution class-discriminative visualizations.Interestingly, the localizations achieved by our Grad-CAM technique, (c) are very similar to results from occlusion sensitivity (e),
while being orders of magnitude cheaper to compute. (f, l) are Grad-CAM visualizations for ResNet-18 layer. Note that in (d, f, i, l), red regions corresponds to high score for
class, while in (e, k), blue corresponds to evidence for the class. Figure best viewed in color.

modules for uninterpretable ones that achieve greater perfor-
mance through greater abstraction (more layers) and tighter
integration (end-to-end training). Recently introduced deep
residual networks (ResNets) [18] are over 200-layers deep
and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
lenging tasks. Such complexity makes these models hard to
interpret. As such, deep models are beginning to explore the
spectrum between interpretability and accuracy.

Zhou et al. [51] recently proposed a technique called
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for identifying discrimina-
tive regions used by a restricted class of image classification
CNNs which do not contain any fully-connected layers. In
essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.
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Figure 1: (a) Original image with a cat and a dog. (b-f) Support for the cat category according to various visualizations for VGG and ResNet. (b) Guided Backpropagation [46]:
highlights all contributing features. (c, f) Grad-CAM (Ours): localizes class-discriminative regions, (d) Combining (b) and (c) gives Guided Grad-CAM, which gives high-
resolution class-discriminative visualizations.Interestingly, the localizations achieved by our Grad-CAM technique, (c) are very similar to results from occlusion sensitivity (e),
while being orders of magnitude cheaper to compute. (f, l) are Grad-CAM visualizations for ResNet-18 layer. Note that in (d, f, i, l), red regions corresponds to high score for
class, while in (e, k), blue corresponds to evidence for the class. Figure best viewed in color.

modules for uninterpretable ones that achieve greater perfor-
mance through greater abstraction (more layers) and tighter
integration (end-to-end training). Recently introduced deep
residual networks (ResNets) [18] are over 200-layers deep
and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
lenging tasks. Such complexity makes these models hard to
interpret. As such, deep models are beginning to explore the
spectrum between interpretability and accuracy.

Zhou et al. [51] recently proposed a technique called
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for identifying discrimina-
tive regions used by a restricted class of image classification
CNNs which do not contain any fully-connected layers. In
essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.
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modified Bloom Richardson grade III III measuring at least 0 7cm 
in this limited 98% specimen Central hyalinization is present 
within the tumor mass but no necrosis is noted No 
lymphovascular invasion is identified No in situ carcinoma is 
present Special studies were performed at an outside  institution 
with the following results not reviewed ESTROGEN RECEPTOR 
NEGATIVE PROGESTERONE RECEPTOR NEGATIVE 
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Figure 1: (a) Original image with a cat and a dog. (b-f) Support for the cat category according to various visualizations for VGG and ResNet. (b) Guided Backpropagation [46]:
highlights all contributing features. (c, f) Grad-CAM (Ours): localizes class-discriminative regions, (d) Combining (b) and (c) gives Guided Grad-CAM, which gives high-
resolution class-discriminative visualizations.Interestingly, the localizations achieved by our Grad-CAM technique, (c) are very similar to results from occlusion sensitivity (e),
while being orders of magnitude cheaper to compute. (f, l) are Grad-CAM visualizations for ResNet-18 layer. Note that in (d, f, i, l), red regions corresponds to high score for
class, while in (e, k), blue corresponds to evidence for the class. Figure best viewed in color.

modules for uninterpretable ones that achieve greater perfor-
mance through greater abstraction (more layers) and tighter
integration (end-to-end training). Recently introduced deep
residual networks (ResNets) [18] are over 200-layers deep
and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
lenging tasks. Such complexity makes these models hard to
interpret. As such, deep models are beginning to explore the
spectrum between interpretability and accuracy.

Zhou et al. [51] recently proposed a technique called
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for identifying discrimina-
tive regions used by a restricted class of image classification
CNNs which do not contain any fully-connected layers. In
essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.
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Accession Number <unk> Report Status Final 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LEFT BREAST ULTRASOUND GUIDED CORE NEEDLE BIOPSIES 
... INVASIVE DUCTAL CARCINOMA poorly differentiateied 
modified Bloom Richardson grade III III measuring at least 0 7cm 
in this limited 98% specimen Central hyalinization is present 
within the tumor mass but no necrosis is noted No 
lymphovascular invasion is identified No in situ carcinoma is 
present Special studies were performed at an outside  institution 
with the following results not reviewed ESTROGEN RECEPTOR 
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Figure 1: (a) Original image with a cat and a dog. (b-f) Support for the cat category according to various visualizations for VGG and ResNet. (b) Guided Backpropagation [46]:
highlights all contributing features. (c, f) Grad-CAM (Ours): localizes class-discriminative regions, (d) Combining (b) and (c) gives Guided Grad-CAM, which gives high-
resolution class-discriminative visualizations.Interestingly, the localizations achieved by our Grad-CAM technique, (c) are very similar to results from occlusion sensitivity (e),
while being orders of magnitude cheaper to compute. (f, l) are Grad-CAM visualizations for ResNet-18 layer. Note that in (d, f, i, l), red regions corresponds to high score for
class, while in (e, k), blue corresponds to evidence for the class. Figure best viewed in color.

modules for uninterpretable ones that achieve greater perfor-
mance through greater abstraction (more layers) and tighter
integration (end-to-end training). Recently introduced deep
residual networks (ResNets) [18] are over 200-layers deep
and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
lenging tasks. Such complexity makes these models hard to
interpret. As such, deep models are beginning to explore the
spectrum between interpretability and accuracy.

Zhou et al. [51] recently proposed a technique called
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for identifying discrimina-
tive regions used by a restricted class of image classification
CNNs which do not contain any fully-connected layers. In
essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.
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highlights all contributing features. (c, f) Grad-CAM (Ours): localizes class-discriminative regions, (d) Combining (b) and (c) gives Guided Grad-CAM, which gives high-
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while being orders of magnitude cheaper to compute. (f, l) are Grad-CAM visualizations for ResNet-18 layer. Note that in (d, f, i, l), red regions corresponds to high score for
class, while in (e, k), blue corresponds to evidence for the class. Figure best viewed in color.

modules for uninterpretable ones that achieve greater perfor-
mance through greater abstraction (more layers) and tighter
integration (end-to-end training). Recently introduced deep
residual networks (ResNets) [18] are over 200-layers deep
and have shown state-of-the-art performance in several chal-
lenging tasks. Such complexity makes these models hard to
interpret. As such, deep models are beginning to explore the
spectrum between interpretability and accuracy.

Zhou et al. [51] recently proposed a technique called
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for identifying discrimina-
tive regions used by a restricted class of image classification
CNNs which do not contain any fully-connected layers. In
essence, this work trades off model complexity and perfor-
mance for more transparency into the working of the model.
In contrast, we make existing state-of-the-art deep models
interpretable without altering their architecture, thus avoid-
ing the interpretability vs. accuracy tradeoff. Our approach
is a generalization of CAM [51] and is applicable to a signifi-
cantly broader range of CNN model families: (1) CNNs with
fully-connected layers (e.g. VGG), (2) CNNs used for struc-
tured outputs (e.g. captioning), (3) CNNs used in tasks with
multi-modal inputs (e.g. VQA) or reinforcement learning.
What makes a good visual explanation? Consider im-
age classification [10] – a ‘good’ visual explanation from
the model justifying a predicted class should be (a) class-
discriminative (i.e. localize the target category in the image)
and (b) high-resolution (i.e. capture fine-grained detail).

Fig. 1 shows outputs from a number of visualizations for
the ‘tiger cat’ class (top) and ‘boxer’ (dog) class (bottom).
Pixel-space gradient visualizations such as Guided Back-
propagation [46] and Deconvolution [49] are high-resolution
and highlight fine-grained details in the image, but are not
class-discriminative (Fig. 1b and Fig. 1h are very similar).

In contrast, localization approaches like CAM or our pro-
posed method Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-CAM), are highly class-discriminative (the ‘cat’ expla-
nation exclusively highlights the ‘cat’ regions but not ‘dog’
regions in Fig. 1c, and vice versa in Fig. 1i).

In order to combine the best of both worlds, we show that
it is possible to fuse existing pixel-space gradient visualiza-
tions with Grad-CAM to create Guided Grad-CAM visualiza-
tions that are both high-resolution and class-discriminative.
As a result, important regions of the image which correspond
to any decision of interest are visualized in high-resolution
detail even if the image contains evidence for multiple possi-
ble concepts, as shown in Figures 1d and 1j. When visualized
for ‘tiger cat’, Guided Grad-CAM not only highlights the
cat regions, but also highlights the stripes on the cat, which
is important for predicting that particular variety of cat.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose Grad-CAM, a class-discriminative localiza-
tion technique that can generate visual explanations from any

CNN-based network without requiring architectural changes
or re-training. We evaluate Grad-CAM for localization (Sec-
tion 4.1), pointing (Section 4.2), and faithfulness to model
(Section 5.3), where it outperforms baselines.
(2) We apply Grad-CAM to existing top-performing classi-
fication, captioning (Section 8.1), and VQA (Section 8.2)
models. For image classification, our visualizations help
identify dataset bias (Section 6.3) and lend insight into fail-
ures of current CNNs (Section 6.1), showing that seemingly
unreasonable predictions have reasonable explanations. For
captioning and VQA, our visualizations expose the some-
what surprising insight that common CNN + LSTM models
are often good at localizing discriminative image regions
despite not being trained on grounded image-text pairs.
(3) We visualize ResNets [18] applied to image classification
and VQA (Section 8.2). Going from deep to shallow layers,
the discriminative ability of Grad-CAM significantly reduces
as we encounter layers with different output dimensionality.
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LEFT BREAST ULTRASOUND GUIDED CORE NEEDLE BIOPSIES 
... INVASIVE DUCTAL CARCINOMA poorly differentiateied 
modified Bloom Richardson grade III III measuring at least 0 7cm 
in this limited 98% specimen Central hyalinization is present 
within the tumor mass but no necrosis is noted No 
lymphovascular invasion is identified No in situ carcinoma is 
present Special studies were performed at an outside  institution 
with the following results not reviewed ESTROGEN RECEPTOR 
NEGATIVE PROGESTERONE RECEPTOR NEGATIVE 
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(g) Original Image (h) Guided Backprop ‘Dog’ (i) Grad-CAM ‘Dog’ (j) Guided Grad-CAM ‘Dog’ (k) Occlusion map for ‘Dog’ (l) ResNet Grad-CAM ‘Dog’
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Part I: Interpretability for black-box 
sequence-to-sequence models

[A-M & Jaakkola, EMNLP 2017]
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• Most methods assume a "simple" (scalar/categorical) output

• What if inputs/outputs are structured (sentences, graphs)?

• What if we don't have access to the model?

• Can we avoid additional computation?

Motivation
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Figure 3: Toy example to present intuition for LIME.

The black-box model’s complex decision function f
(unknown to LIME) is represented by the blue/pink

background, which cannot be approximated well by

a linear model. The bold red cross is the instance

being explained. LIME samples instances, gets pre-

dictions using f , and weighs them by the proximity

to the instance being explained (represented here

by size). The dashed line is the learned explanation

that is locally (but not globally) faithful.

distance function D (e.g. cosine distance for text, L2 distance
for images) with width �.

L(f, g,⇡x) =
X

z,z02Z

⇡x(z)
�
f(z)� g(z0)

�2
(2)

For text classification, we ensure that the explanation is
interpretable by letting the interpretable representation be
a bag of words, and by setting a limit K on the number of
words, i.e. ⌦(g) = 11[kwgk0 > K]. Potentially, K can be
adapted to be as big as the user can handle, or we could
have di↵erent values of K for di↵erent instances. In this
paper we use a constant value for K, leaving the exploration
of di↵erent values to future work. We use the same ⌦ for
image classification, using “super-pixels” (computed using
any standard algorithm) instead of words, such that the
interpretable representation of an image is a binary vector
where 1 indicates the original super-pixel and 0 indicates a
grayed out super-pixel. This particular choice of ⌦ makes
directly solving Eq. (1) intractable, but we approximate it by
first selecting K features with Lasso (using the regularization
path [9]) and then learning the weights via least squares (a
procedure we call K-LASSO in Algorithm 1). Since Algo-
rithm 1 produces an explanation for an individual prediction,
its complexity does not depend on the size of the dataset,
but instead on time to compute f(x) and on the number
of samples N . In practice, explaining random forests with
1000 trees using scikit-learn (http://scikit-learn.org) on a
laptop with N = 5000 takes under 3 seconds without any
optimizations such as using gpus or parallelization. Explain-
ing each prediction of the Inception network [25] for image
classification takes around 10 minutes.
Any choice of interpretable representations and G will

have some inherent drawbacks. First, while the underlying
model can be treated as a black-box, certain interpretable
representations will not be powerful enough to explain certain
behaviors. For example, a model that predicts sepia-toned
images to be retro cannot be explained by presence of absence
of super pixels. Second, our choice of G (sparse linear models)
means that if the underlying model is highly non-linear even
in the locality of the prediction, there may not be a faithful
explanation. However, we can estimate the faithfulness of

Algorithm 1 Sparse Linear Explanations using LIME

Require: Classifier f , Number of samples N
Require: Instance x, and its interpretable version x0

Require: Similarity kernel ⇡x, Length of explanation K
Z  {}
for i 2 {1, 2, 3, ..., N} do

z0i  sample around(x0)
Z  Z [ hz0i, f(zi),⇡x(zi)i

end for

w  K-Lasso(Z,K) . with z0i as features, f(z) as target
return w

the explanation on Z, and present this information to the
user. This estimate of faithfulness can also be used for
selecting an appropriate family of explanations from a set of
multiple interpretable model classes, thus adapting to the
given dataset and the classifier. We leave such exploration
for future work, as linear explanations work quite well for
multiple black-box models in our experiments.

3.5 Example 1: Text classification with SVMs
In Figure 2 (right side), we explain the predictions of a
support vector machine with RBF kernel trained on uni-
grams to di↵erentiate “Christianity” from “Atheism” (on a
subset of the 20 newsgroup dataset). Although this classifier
achieves 94% held-out accuracy, and one would be tempted
to trust it based on this, the explanation for an instance
shows that predictions are made for quite arbitrary reasons
(words “Posting”, “Host”, and “Re” have no connection to
either Christianity or Atheism). The word “Posting” appears
in 22% of examples in the training set, 99% of them in the
class “Atheism”. Even if headers are removed, proper names
of prolific posters in the original newsgroups are selected by
the classifier, which would also not generalize.
After getting such insights from explanations, it is clear

that this dataset has serious issues (which are not evident
just by studying the raw data or predictions), and that this
classifier, or held-out evaluation, cannot be trusted. It is also
clear what the problems are, and the steps that can be taken
to fix these issues and train a more trustworthy classifier.

3.6 Example 2: Deep networks for images
When using sparse linear explanations for image classifiers,
one may wish to just highlight the super-pixels with posi-
tive weight towards a specific class, as they give intuition
as to why the model would think that class may be present.
We explain the prediction of Google’s pre-trained Inception
neural network [25] in this fashion on an arbitrary image
(Figure 4a). Figures 4b, 4c, 4d show the superpixels expla-
nations for the top 3 predicted classes (with the rest of the
image grayed out), having set K = 10. What the neural
network picks up on for each of the classes is quite natural
to humans - Figure 4b in particular provides insight as to
why acoustic guitar was predicted to be electric: due to the
fretboard. This kind of explanation enhances trust in the
classifier (even if the top predicted class is wrong), as it shows
that it is not acting in an unreasonable manner.

[Image Credit: Ribeiro et al.]
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selecting an appropriate family of explanations from a set of
multiple interpretable model classes, thus adapting to the
given dataset and the classifier. We leave such exploration
for future work, as linear explanations work quite well for
multiple black-box models in our experiments.
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as to why the model would think that class may be present.
We explain the prediction of Google’s pre-trained Inception
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in the locality of the prediction, there may not be a faithful
explanation. However, we can estimate the faithfulness of

Algorithm 1 Sparse Linear Explanations using LIME

Require: Classifier f , Number of samples N
Require: Instance x, and its interpretable version x0

Require: Similarity kernel ⇡x, Length of explanation K
Z  {}
for i 2 {1, 2, 3, ..., N} do

z0i  sample around(x0)
Z  Z [ hz0i, f(zi),⇡x(zi)i

end for

w  K-Lasso(Z,K) . with z0i as features, f(z) as target
return w

the explanation on Z, and present this information to the
user. This estimate of faithfulness can also be used for
selecting an appropriate family of explanations from a set of
multiple interpretable model classes, thus adapting to the
given dataset and the classifier. We leave such exploration
for future work, as linear explanations work quite well for
multiple black-box models in our experiments.

3.5 Example 1: Text classification with SVMs
In Figure 2 (right side), we explain the predictions of a
support vector machine with RBF kernel trained on uni-
grams to di↵erentiate “Christianity” from “Atheism” (on a
subset of the 20 newsgroup dataset). Although this classifier
achieves 94% held-out accuracy, and one would be tempted
to trust it based on this, the explanation for an instance
shows that predictions are made for quite arbitrary reasons
(words “Posting”, “Host”, and “Re” have no connection to
either Christianity or Atheism). The word “Posting” appears
in 22% of examples in the training set, 99% of them in the
class “Atheism”. Even if headers are removed, proper names
of prolific posters in the original newsgroups are selected by
the classifier, which would also not generalize.
After getting such insights from explanations, it is clear

that this dataset has serious issues (which are not evident
just by studying the raw data or predictions), and that this
classifier, or held-out evaluation, cannot be trusted. It is also
clear what the problems are, and the steps that can be taken
to fix these issues and train a more trustworthy classifier.

3.6 Example 2: Deep networks for images
When using sparse linear explanations for image classifiers,
one may wish to just highlight the super-pixels with posi-
tive weight towards a specific class, as they give intuition
as to why the model would think that class may be present.
We explain the prediction of Google’s pre-trained Inception
neural network [25] in this fashion on an arbitrary image
(Figure 4a). Figures 4b, 4c, 4d show the superpixels expla-
nations for the top 3 predicted classes (with the rest of the
image grayed out), having set K = 10. What the neural
network picks up on for each of the classes is quite natural
to humans - Figure 4b in particular provides insight as to
why acoustic guitar was predicted to be electric: due to the
fretboard. This kind of explanation enhances trust in the
classifier (even if the top predicted class is wrong), as it shows
that it is not acting in an unreasonable manner.

[Image Credit: Ribeiro et al.]
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Figure 3: Toy example to present intuition for LIME.

The black-box model’s complex decision function f
(unknown to LIME) is represented by the blue/pink

background, which cannot be approximated well by

a linear model. The bold red cross is the instance

being explained. LIME samples instances, gets pre-

dictions using f , and weighs them by the proximity

to the instance being explained (represented here

by size). The dashed line is the learned explanation

that is locally (but not globally) faithful.

distance function D (e.g. cosine distance for text, L2 distance
for images) with width �.

L(f, g,⇡x) =
X

z,z02Z

⇡x(z)
�
f(z)� g(z0)

�2
(2)

For text classification, we ensure that the explanation is
interpretable by letting the interpretable representation be
a bag of words, and by setting a limit K on the number of
words, i.e. ⌦(g) = 11[kwgk0 > K]. Potentially, K can be
adapted to be as big as the user can handle, or we could
have di↵erent values of K for di↵erent instances. In this
paper we use a constant value for K, leaving the exploration
of di↵erent values to future work. We use the same ⌦ for
image classification, using “super-pixels” (computed using
any standard algorithm) instead of words, such that the
interpretable representation of an image is a binary vector
where 1 indicates the original super-pixel and 0 indicates a
grayed out super-pixel. This particular choice of ⌦ makes
directly solving Eq. (1) intractable, but we approximate it by
first selecting K features with Lasso (using the regularization
path [9]) and then learning the weights via least squares (a
procedure we call K-LASSO in Algorithm 1). Since Algo-
rithm 1 produces an explanation for an individual prediction,
its complexity does not depend on the size of the dataset,
but instead on time to compute f(x) and on the number
of samples N . In practice, explaining random forests with
1000 trees using scikit-learn (http://scikit-learn.org) on a
laptop with N = 5000 takes under 3 seconds without any
optimizations such as using gpus or parallelization. Explain-
ing each prediction of the Inception network [25] for image
classification takes around 10 minutes.
Any choice of interpretable representations and G will

have some inherent drawbacks. First, while the underlying
model can be treated as a black-box, certain interpretable
representations will not be powerful enough to explain certain
behaviors. For example, a model that predicts sepia-toned
images to be retro cannot be explained by presence of absence
of super pixels. Second, our choice of G (sparse linear models)
means that if the underlying model is highly non-linear even
in the locality of the prediction, there may not be a faithful
explanation. However, we can estimate the faithfulness of

Algorithm 1 Sparse Linear Explanations using LIME

Require: Classifier f , Number of samples N
Require: Instance x, and its interpretable version x0

Require: Similarity kernel ⇡x, Length of explanation K
Z  {}
for i 2 {1, 2, 3, ..., N} do

z0i  sample around(x0)
Z  Z [ hz0i, f(zi),⇡x(zi)i

end for

w  K-Lasso(Z,K) . with z0i as features, f(z) as target
return w

the explanation on Z, and present this information to the
user. This estimate of faithfulness can also be used for
selecting an appropriate family of explanations from a set of
multiple interpretable model classes, thus adapting to the
given dataset and the classifier. We leave such exploration
for future work, as linear explanations work quite well for
multiple black-box models in our experiments.

3.5 Example 1: Text classification with SVMs
In Figure 2 (right side), we explain the predictions of a
support vector machine with RBF kernel trained on uni-
grams to di↵erentiate “Christianity” from “Atheism” (on a
subset of the 20 newsgroup dataset). Although this classifier
achieves 94% held-out accuracy, and one would be tempted
to trust it based on this, the explanation for an instance
shows that predictions are made for quite arbitrary reasons
(words “Posting”, “Host”, and “Re” have no connection to
either Christianity or Atheism). The word “Posting” appears
in 22% of examples in the training set, 99% of them in the
class “Atheism”. Even if headers are removed, proper names
of prolific posters in the original newsgroups are selected by
the classifier, which would also not generalize.
After getting such insights from explanations, it is clear

that this dataset has serious issues (which are not evident
just by studying the raw data or predictions), and that this
classifier, or held-out evaluation, cannot be trusted. It is also
clear what the problems are, and the steps that can be taken
to fix these issues and train a more trustworthy classifier.

3.6 Example 2: Deep networks for images
When using sparse linear explanations for image classifiers,
one may wish to just highlight the super-pixels with posi-
tive weight towards a specific class, as they give intuition
as to why the model would think that class may be present.
We explain the prediction of Google’s pre-trained Inception
neural network [25] in this fashion on an arbitrary image
(Figure 4a). Figures 4b, 4c, 4d show the superpixels expla-
nations for the top 3 predicted classes (with the rest of the
image grayed out), having set K = 10. What the neural
network picks up on for each of the classes is quite natural
to humans - Figure 4b in particular provides insight as to
why acoustic guitar was predicted to be electric: due to the
fretboard. This kind of explanation enhances trust in the
classifier (even if the top predicted class is wrong), as it shows
that it is not acting in an unreasonable manner.

[Image Credit: Ribeiro et al.]
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Figure 3: Toy example to present intuition for LIME.

The black-box model’s complex decision function f
(unknown to LIME) is represented by the blue/pink

background, which cannot be approximated well by

a linear model. The bold red cross is the instance

being explained. LIME samples instances, gets pre-

dictions using f , and weighs them by the proximity

to the instance being explained (represented here

by size). The dashed line is the learned explanation

that is locally (but not globally) faithful.

distance function D (e.g. cosine distance for text, L2 distance
for images) with width �.

L(f, g,⇡x) =
X

z,z02Z

⇡x(z)
�
f(z)� g(z0)

�2
(2)

For text classification, we ensure that the explanation is
interpretable by letting the interpretable representation be
a bag of words, and by setting a limit K on the number of
words, i.e. ⌦(g) = 11[kwgk0 > K]. Potentially, K can be
adapted to be as big as the user can handle, or we could
have di↵erent values of K for di↵erent instances. In this
paper we use a constant value for K, leaving the exploration
of di↵erent values to future work. We use the same ⌦ for
image classification, using “super-pixels” (computed using
any standard algorithm) instead of words, such that the
interpretable representation of an image is a binary vector
where 1 indicates the original super-pixel and 0 indicates a
grayed out super-pixel. This particular choice of ⌦ makes
directly solving Eq. (1) intractable, but we approximate it by
first selecting K features with Lasso (using the regularization
path [9]) and then learning the weights via least squares (a
procedure we call K-LASSO in Algorithm 1). Since Algo-
rithm 1 produces an explanation for an individual prediction,
its complexity does not depend on the size of the dataset,
but instead on time to compute f(x) and on the number
of samples N . In practice, explaining random forests with
1000 trees using scikit-learn (http://scikit-learn.org) on a
laptop with N = 5000 takes under 3 seconds without any
optimizations such as using gpus or parallelization. Explain-
ing each prediction of the Inception network [25] for image
classification takes around 10 minutes.
Any choice of interpretable representations and G will

have some inherent drawbacks. First, while the underlying
model can be treated as a black-box, certain interpretable
representations will not be powerful enough to explain certain
behaviors. For example, a model that predicts sepia-toned
images to be retro cannot be explained by presence of absence
of super pixels. Second, our choice of G (sparse linear models)
means that if the underlying model is highly non-linear even
in the locality of the prediction, there may not be a faithful
explanation. However, we can estimate the faithfulness of

Algorithm 1 Sparse Linear Explanations using LIME

Require: Classifier f , Number of samples N
Require: Instance x, and its interpretable version x0

Require: Similarity kernel ⇡x, Length of explanation K
Z  {}
for i 2 {1, 2, 3, ..., N} do

z0i  sample around(x0)
Z  Z [ hz0i, f(zi),⇡x(zi)i

end for

w  K-Lasso(Z,K) . with z0i as features, f(z) as target
return w

the explanation on Z, and present this information to the
user. This estimate of faithfulness can also be used for
selecting an appropriate family of explanations from a set of
multiple interpretable model classes, thus adapting to the
given dataset and the classifier. We leave such exploration
for future work, as linear explanations work quite well for
multiple black-box models in our experiments.

3.5 Example 1: Text classification with SVMs
In Figure 2 (right side), we explain the predictions of a
support vector machine with RBF kernel trained on uni-
grams to di↵erentiate “Christianity” from “Atheism” (on a
subset of the 20 newsgroup dataset). Although this classifier
achieves 94% held-out accuracy, and one would be tempted
to trust it based on this, the explanation for an instance
shows that predictions are made for quite arbitrary reasons
(words “Posting”, “Host”, and “Re” have no connection to
either Christianity or Atheism). The word “Posting” appears
in 22% of examples in the training set, 99% of them in the
class “Atheism”. Even if headers are removed, proper names
of prolific posters in the original newsgroups are selected by
the classifier, which would also not generalize.
After getting such insights from explanations, it is clear

that this dataset has serious issues (which are not evident
just by studying the raw data or predictions), and that this
classifier, or held-out evaluation, cannot be trusted. It is also
clear what the problems are, and the steps that can be taken
to fix these issues and train a more trustworthy classifier.

3.6 Example 2: Deep networks for images
When using sparse linear explanations for image classifiers,
one may wish to just highlight the super-pixels with posi-
tive weight towards a specific class, as they give intuition
as to why the model would think that class may be present.
We explain the prediction of Google’s pre-trained Inception
neural network [25] in this fashion on an arbitrary image
(Figure 4a). Figures 4b, 4c, 4d show the superpixels expla-
nations for the top 3 predicted classes (with the rest of the
image grayed out), having set K = 10. What the neural
network picks up on for each of the classes is quite natural
to humans - Figure 4b in particular provides insight as to
why acoustic guitar was predicted to be electric: due to the
fretboard. This kind of explanation enhances trust in the
classifier (even if the top predicted class is wrong), as it shows
that it is not acting in an unreasonable manner.

[Image Credit: Ribeiro et al.]
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• Structured predictions vary in size and complexity

• What parts of the input/output to explain?

• How to keep explanations interpretable regardless of 
input/output size?
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• Structured predictions vary in size and complexity

• What parts of the input/output to explain?

• How to keep explanations interpretable regardless of 
input/output size?

• What does "local" mean for a structured input?

Explanations of structured objects
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• Black-box: 


• Elements                      admit feature-set representation


• Goal: explain output    in terms of input


• Requirements: locally faithful, model agnostic

Setting

!21

F : X ! Y

x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, y = {y1, y2, . . . , ym}

xy

x 2 X ,y 2 Y
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• Weighted bipartite graph summarizes local behavior of F

• Explanation: 
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• Weighted bipartite graph summarizes local behavior of F
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1. Encode input to vector representation z
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1. Encode input to vector representation z
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1. Encode input to vector representation z

2. Generate samples    around z

3. Decode samples     into sequences

4. Map perturbed sequences using 
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• Notion of "locality" here is semantic
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• Given perturbed input-output pairs, infer dependencies 
between original input/output tokens
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• Given perturbed input-output pairs, infer dependencies 
between original input/output tokens

• Simplest approach: logistic regression
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• We want our estimations to take into account uncertainty
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• We want our estimations to take into account uncertainty

• Bayesian logistic regression:
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• We want our estimations to take into account uncertainty

• Bayesian logistic regression:

• Result: posterior mean, covariance 
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• We want our estimations to take into account uncertainty

• Bayesian logistic regression:

• Result: posterior mean, covariance 
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• We cast the problem as k-cut graph partitioning
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• Graph partitioning with uncertainty [Fan et al. 2012]
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• Graph partitioning with uncertainty [Fan et al. 2012]
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• Graph partitioning with uncertainty [Fan et al. 2012]
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SocRat - Pseudocode
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Algorithm 1 Structured-output causal rationalizer
1: procedure SOCRAT(x,y, F )
2: (µ,�) ENCODE(x)
3: for i = 1 to N do
4: z̃i  SAMPLE(µ,�)

9
>>>=

>>>;

Perturbation
Model.5: x̃i  DECODE(z̃i)

6: ỹi  F (x̃i)
7: end for
8: G  CAUSAL(x,y, {x̃i, ỹi}N

i=1)
9: Ex7!y  BIPARTITION(G)

10: Ex7!y  SORT(Ex7!y) . By cut capacity
11: return Ex7!y

12: end procedure

with edge weights given as uncertainty intervals
✓ij ± ✓̂ij , the partitioning problem is given by

min
(xu

ik,xv
jk,yij)2Y

nX

i=1

mX

j=1

✓ijyij+

max
S:S✓V,|S|�
(it,jt)2V \S

X

(i,j)2S

✓̂ijyij + (�� b�c)✓̂it,jtyit,jt

(2)

where xu
ik, xv

jk are binary variables indicating sub-
set belonging for elements of U and V respec-
tively, yij are binary auxiliary variables indicating
whether i and j are in different partitions, and Y
is a set of constraints that ensure the K-partition
is valid. � is a parameter in [0, |V |] which adjusts
the robustness of the partition (the number of de-
viations from the mean edge values). See the sup-
plement for further explanation of this objective.

If |x| and |y| are small, the number of clus-
ters K will also be small, so we can simply re-
turn all the partitions (i.e. the explanation chunks)
Ek

x!y := (V k
x [ V k

y ). However, when K is large,
one might wish to entertain only the  most rele-
vant explanations. The graph partitioning frame-
work provides us with a natural way to score the
importance of each chunk. Intuitively, subgraphs
that have few high-valued edges connecting them
to other parts of the graph (i.e. low cut-capacity)
can be thought of as self-contained explanations,
and thus more relevant for interpretability. We can
therefore define the importance score an atom as:

importance(Ek
x!y) := �

X

(i,j)2Xk

✓ij (3)

where Xk is the cut-set implied by Ek
x!y:

Xk = {(i, j) 2 E | i 2 Ek
x!y, j 2 V \ Ek

x!y}

The full interpretability method is succinctly ex-
pressed in Algorithm 1.

5 Experimental Framework

5.1 Training and optimization

For the experiments involving sentence inputs, we
train in advance the VAE described in Section 4.1.
We use symmetric encoder-decoders consisting of
recurrent neural networks with an intermediate
variational layer. In our case, however, we use L
stacked RNN’s on both sides, and a stacked varia-
tional layer. Training variational autoencoders for
text is notoriously hard. In addition to dropout
and KLD annealing (Bowman et al., 2016), we
found that slowly scaling the variance sampled
from the normal distribution from 0 to 1 made
training much more stable.

For the partitioning step we compare the robust
formulation described above with two classical ap-
proaches to bipartite graph partitioning which do
not take uncertainty into account: the cocluster-
ing method of Dhillon (2001) and the bicluster-
ing method of Kluger et al. (2003). For these two,
we use off-the-shelf implementations,1 while we
solve the MIP problem version of (2) with the op-
timization library gurobi.2

5.2 Recovering simple mappings

Before using our interpretability framework in real
tasks where quantitative evaluation of explana-
tions is challenging, we test it in a simplified set-
ting where the “black-box” is simple and fully
known. A reasonable minimum expectation on
our method is that it should be able to infer many
of these simple dependencies. For this purpose,
we use the CMU Dictionary of word pronunci-
ations,3 which is based on the ARPAbet symbol
set and consists of about 130K word-to-phoneme
pairs. Phonemes are expressed as tokens of 1 to
3 characters. An example entry in this dictio-
nary is the pair vowels 7! V AW1 AH0 L Z.
Though the mapping is simple, it is not one-to-
one (a group of characters can correspond to a sin-
gle phoneme) nor deterministic (the same charac-
ter can map to different phonemes depending on
the context). Thus, it provides a reasonable testbed

1http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/biclustering.html
2http://www.gurobi.com/
3www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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Figure 2: Arpabet test results as a function of num-
ber of perturbations used. Shown are mean plus
confidence bounds over 5 repetitions. Left: Align-
ment Error Rate, Right: F1 over edge prediction.

for our method. The setting is as follows: given an
input-output pair from the cmudict “black-box”,
we use our method to infer dependencies between
characters in the input and phonemes in the out-
put. Since locality in this context is morphologi-
cal instead of semantic, we produce perturbations
selecting n words randomly from the intersection
of the cmudict vocabulary and the set of words
with edit distance at most 2 from the original word.

To evaluate the inferred dependencies, we ran-
domly selected 100 key-value pairs from the dic-
tionary and manually labeled them with character-
to-phoneme alignments. Even though our frame-
work is not geared to produce pairwise align-
ments, it should nevertheless be able to recover
them to a certain extent. To provide a point of
reference, we compare against a (strong) base-
line that is tailored to such a task: a state-of-the-
art unsupervised word alignment method based on
Monte Carlo inference (Tiedemann and Östling,
2016). The results in Figure 2 show that the
version of our method that uses the uncertainty
clustering performs remarkably close to the align-
ment system, with an alignment error rate only ten
points above an oracle version of this system that
was trained on the full arpabet dictionary (dashed
line). The raw and partitioned explanations pro-
vided by our method for an example input-output
pair are shown in Table 1, where the edge widths
correspond to the estimated strength of depen-
dency. Throughout this work we display the nodes
in the same lexical order of the inputs/outputs to
facilitate reading, even if that makes the explana-
tion chunks less visibly discernible. Instead, we
sometimes provide an additional (sorted) heatplot

Raw Dependencies Explanation Graph
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Table 1: Inferred dependency graphs before (left)
and after (right) explanation selection for the pre-
diction: boolean 7! B UW0 L IY1 AH0 N, in
independent runs with large (top) and small (bot-
tom) clustering parameter k.

of dependency values to show these partitions.

5.3 Machine Translation

In our second set of experiments we evaluate
our explanation model in a relevant and popular
sequence-to-sequence task: machine translation.
As black-boxes, we use three different methods for
translating English into German: (i) Azure’s Ma-
chine Translation system, (ii) a Neural MT model,
and (iii) a human (native speaker of German). We
provide details on all three systems in the Ap-
pendix. We translate the same English sentences
with all three methods, and explain their predic-
tions using SOCRAT. To be able to generate sen-
tences with similar language and structure as those
used to train the two automatic systems, we use the
monolingual English side of the WMT14 dataset
to train the variational autoencoder described in
Section 4.1. For every explanation instance, we
sample S = 100 perturbations and use the black-
boxes to translate them. In all cases, we use the
same default SOCRAT configurations, including
the robust partitioning method.

In Figure 3, we show the explanations provided
by our method for the predictions of each of the
three systems on the input sentence “Students said
they looked forward to his class”. Although the
three black-boxes all provided different transla-
tions, the explanations show a mostly consistent
clustering around the two phrases in the sentence,
and in all three cases the cluster with the highest
cut value (i.e. the most relevant explanative chunk)
is the one containing the subject. Interestingly, the
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Figure 2: Arpabet test results as a function of num-
ber of perturbations used. Shown are mean plus
confidence bounds over 5 repetitions. Left: Align-
ment Error Rate, Right: F1 over edge prediction.

for our method. The setting is as follows: given an
input-output pair from the cmudict “black-box”,
we use our method to infer dependencies between
characters in the input and phonemes in the out-
put. Since locality in this context is morphologi-
cal instead of semantic, we produce perturbations
selecting n words randomly from the intersection
of the cmudict vocabulary and the set of words
with edit distance at most 2 from the original word.

To evaluate the inferred dependencies, we ran-
domly selected 100 key-value pairs from the dic-
tionary and manually labeled them with character-
to-phoneme alignments. Even though our frame-
work is not geared to produce pairwise align-
ments, it should nevertheless be able to recover
them to a certain extent. To provide a point of
reference, we compare against a (strong) base-
line that is tailored to such a task: a state-of-the-
art unsupervised word alignment method based on
Monte Carlo inference (Tiedemann and Östling,
2016). The results in Figure 2 show that the
version of our method that uses the uncertainty
clustering performs remarkably close to the align-
ment system, with an alignment error rate only ten
points above an oracle version of this system that
was trained on the full arpabet dictionary (dashed
line). The raw and partitioned explanations pro-
vided by our method for an example input-output
pair are shown in Table 1, where the edge widths
correspond to the estimated strength of depen-
dency. Throughout this work we display the nodes
in the same lexical order of the inputs/outputs to
facilitate reading, even if that makes the explana-
tion chunks less visibly discernible. Instead, we
sometimes provide an additional (sorted) heatplot
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Table 1: Inferred dependency graphs before (left)
and after (right) explanation selection for the pre-
diction: boolean 7! B UW0 L IY1 AH0 N, in
independent runs with large (top) and small (bot-
tom) clustering parameter k.

of dependency values to show these partitions.

5.3 Machine Translation

In our second set of experiments we evaluate
our explanation model in a relevant and popular
sequence-to-sequence task: machine translation.
As black-boxes, we use three different methods for
translating English into German: (i) Azure’s Ma-
chine Translation system, (ii) a Neural MT model,
and (iii) a human (native speaker of German). We
provide details on all three systems in the Ap-
pendix. We translate the same English sentences
with all three methods, and explain their predic-
tions using SOCRAT. To be able to generate sen-
tences with similar language and structure as those
used to train the two automatic systems, we use the
monolingual English side of the WMT14 dataset
to train the variational autoencoder described in
Section 4.1. For every explanation instance, we
sample S = 100 perturbations and use the black-
boxes to translate them. In all cases, we use the
same default SOCRAT configurations, including
the robust partitioning method.

In Figure 3, we show the explanations provided
by our method for the predictions of each of the
three systems on the input sentence “Students said
they looked forward to his class”. Although the
three black-boxes all provided different transla-
tions, the explanations show a mostly consistent
clustering around the two phrases in the sentence,
and in all three cases the cluster with the highest
cut value (i.e. the most relevant explanative chunk)
is the one containing the subject. Interestingly, the
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Figure 2: Arpabet test results as a function of num-
ber of perturbations used. Shown are mean plus
confidence bounds over 5 repetitions. Left: Align-
ment Error Rate, Right: F1 over edge prediction.

for our method. The setting is as follows: given an
input-output pair from the cmudict “black-box”,
we use our method to infer dependencies between
characters in the input and phonemes in the out-
put. Since locality in this context is morphologi-
cal instead of semantic, we produce perturbations
selecting n words randomly from the intersection
of the cmudict vocabulary and the set of words
with edit distance at most 2 from the original word.

To evaluate the inferred dependencies, we ran-
domly selected 100 key-value pairs from the dic-
tionary and manually labeled them with character-
to-phoneme alignments. Even though our frame-
work is not geared to produce pairwise align-
ments, it should nevertheless be able to recover
them to a certain extent. To provide a point of
reference, we compare against a (strong) base-
line that is tailored to such a task: a state-of-the-
art unsupervised word alignment method based on
Monte Carlo inference (Tiedemann and Östling,
2016). The results in Figure 2 show that the
version of our method that uses the uncertainty
clustering performs remarkably close to the align-
ment system, with an alignment error rate only ten
points above an oracle version of this system that
was trained on the full arpabet dictionary (dashed
line). The raw and partitioned explanations pro-
vided by our method for an example input-output
pair are shown in Table 1, where the edge widths
correspond to the estimated strength of depen-
dency. Throughout this work we display the nodes
in the same lexical order of the inputs/outputs to
facilitate reading, even if that makes the explana-
tion chunks less visibly discernible. Instead, we
sometimes provide an additional (sorted) heatplot
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Table 1: Inferred dependency graphs before (left)
and after (right) explanation selection for the pre-
diction: boolean 7! B UW0 L IY1 AH0 N, in
independent runs with large (top) and small (bot-
tom) clustering parameter k.

of dependency values to show these partitions.

5.3 Machine Translation

In our second set of experiments we evaluate
our explanation model in a relevant and popular
sequence-to-sequence task: machine translation.
As black-boxes, we use three different methods for
translating English into German: (i) Azure’s Ma-
chine Translation system, (ii) a Neural MT model,
and (iii) a human (native speaker of German). We
provide details on all three systems in the Ap-
pendix. We translate the same English sentences
with all three methods, and explain their predic-
tions using SOCRAT. To be able to generate sen-
tences with similar language and structure as those
used to train the two automatic systems, we use the
monolingual English side of the WMT14 dataset
to train the variational autoencoder described in
Section 4.1. For every explanation instance, we
sample S = 100 perturbations and use the black-
boxes to translate them. In all cases, we use the
same default SOCRAT configurations, including
the robust partitioning method.

In Figure 3, we show the explanations provided
by our method for the predictions of each of the
three systems on the input sentence “Students said
they looked forward to his class”. Although the
three black-boxes all provided different transla-
tions, the explanations show a mostly consistent
clustering around the two phrases in the sentence,
and in all three cases the cluster with the highest
cut value (i.e. the most relevant explanative chunk)
is the one containing the subject. Interestingly, the
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Figure 2: Arpabet test results as a function of num-
ber of perturbations used. Shown are mean plus
confidence bounds over 5 repetitions. Left: Align-
ment Error Rate, Right: F1 over edge prediction.

for our method. The setting is as follows: given an
input-output pair from the cmudict “black-box”,
we use our method to infer dependencies between
characters in the input and phonemes in the out-
put. Since locality in this context is morphologi-
cal instead of semantic, we produce perturbations
selecting n words randomly from the intersection
of the cmudict vocabulary and the set of words
with edit distance at most 2 from the original word.

To evaluate the inferred dependencies, we ran-
domly selected 100 key-value pairs from the dic-
tionary and manually labeled them with character-
to-phoneme alignments. Even though our frame-
work is not geared to produce pairwise align-
ments, it should nevertheless be able to recover
them to a certain extent. To provide a point of
reference, we compare against a (strong) base-
line that is tailored to such a task: a state-of-the-
art unsupervised word alignment method based on
Monte Carlo inference (Tiedemann and Östling,
2016). The results in Figure 2 show that the
version of our method that uses the uncertainty
clustering performs remarkably close to the align-
ment system, with an alignment error rate only ten
points above an oracle version of this system that
was trained on the full arpabet dictionary (dashed
line). The raw and partitioned explanations pro-
vided by our method for an example input-output
pair are shown in Table 1, where the edge widths
correspond to the estimated strength of depen-
dency. Throughout this work we display the nodes
in the same lexical order of the inputs/outputs to
facilitate reading, even if that makes the explana-
tion chunks less visibly discernible. Instead, we
sometimes provide an additional (sorted) heatplot
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Table 1: Inferred dependency graphs before (left)
and after (right) explanation selection for the pre-
diction: boolean 7! B UW0 L IY1 AH0 N, in
independent runs with large (top) and small (bot-
tom) clustering parameter k.

of dependency values to show these partitions.

5.3 Machine Translation

In our second set of experiments we evaluate
our explanation model in a relevant and popular
sequence-to-sequence task: machine translation.
As black-boxes, we use three different methods for
translating English into German: (i) Azure’s Ma-
chine Translation system, (ii) a Neural MT model,
and (iii) a human (native speaker of German). We
provide details on all three systems in the Ap-
pendix. We translate the same English sentences
with all three methods, and explain their predic-
tions using SOCRAT. To be able to generate sen-
tences with similar language and structure as those
used to train the two automatic systems, we use the
monolingual English side of the WMT14 dataset
to train the variational autoencoder described in
Section 4.1. For every explanation instance, we
sample S = 100 perturbations and use the black-
boxes to translate them. In all cases, we use the
same default SOCRAT configurations, including
the robust partitioning method.

In Figure 3, we show the explanations provided
by our method for the predictions of each of the
three systems on the input sentence “Students said
they looked forward to his class”. Although the
three black-boxes all provided different transla-
tions, the explanations show a mostly consistent
clustering around the two phrases in the sentence,
and in all three cases the cluster with the highest
cut value (i.e. the most relevant explanative chunk)
is the one containing the subject. Interestingly, the
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Figure 2: Arpabet test results as a function of num-
ber of perturbations used. Shown are mean plus
confidence bounds over 5 repetitions. Left: Align-
ment Error Rate, Right: F1 over edge prediction.

for our method. The setting is as follows: given an
input-output pair from the cmudict “black-box”,
we use our method to infer dependencies between
characters in the input and phonemes in the out-
put. Since locality in this context is morphologi-
cal instead of semantic, we produce perturbations
selecting n words randomly from the intersection
of the cmudict vocabulary and the set of words
with edit distance at most 2 from the original word.

To evaluate the inferred dependencies, we ran-
domly selected 100 key-value pairs from the dic-
tionary and manually labeled them with character-
to-phoneme alignments. Even though our frame-
work is not geared to produce pairwise align-
ments, it should nevertheless be able to recover
them to a certain extent. To provide a point of
reference, we compare against a (strong) base-
line that is tailored to such a task: a state-of-the-
art unsupervised word alignment method based on
Monte Carlo inference (Tiedemann and Östling,
2016). The results in Figure 2 show that the
version of our method that uses the uncertainty
clustering performs remarkably close to the align-
ment system, with an alignment error rate only ten
points above an oracle version of this system that
was trained on the full arpabet dictionary (dashed
line). The raw and partitioned explanations pro-
vided by our method for an example input-output
pair are shown in Table 1, where the edge widths
correspond to the estimated strength of depen-
dency. Throughout this work we display the nodes
in the same lexical order of the inputs/outputs to
facilitate reading, even if that makes the explana-
tion chunks less visibly discernible. Instead, we
sometimes provide an additional (sorted) heatplot
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Table 1: Inferred dependency graphs before (left)
and after (right) explanation selection for the pre-
diction: boolean 7! B UW0 L IY1 AH0 N, in
independent runs with large (top) and small (bot-
tom) clustering parameter k.

of dependency values to show these partitions.

5.3 Machine Translation

In our second set of experiments we evaluate
our explanation model in a relevant and popular
sequence-to-sequence task: machine translation.
As black-boxes, we use three different methods for
translating English into German: (i) Azure’s Ma-
chine Translation system, (ii) a Neural MT model,
and (iii) a human (native speaker of German). We
provide details on all three systems in the Ap-
pendix. We translate the same English sentences
with all three methods, and explain their predic-
tions using SOCRAT. To be able to generate sen-
tences with similar language and structure as those
used to train the two automatic systems, we use the
monolingual English side of the WMT14 dataset
to train the variational autoencoder described in
Section 4.1. For every explanation instance, we
sample S = 100 perturbations and use the black-
boxes to translate them. In all cases, we use the
same default SOCRAT configurations, including
the robust partitioning method.

In Figure 3, we show the explanations provided
by our method for the predictions of each of the
three systems on the input sentence “Students said
they looked forward to his class”. Although the
three black-boxes all provided different transla-
tions, the explanations show a mostly consistent
clustering around the two phrases in the sentence,
and in all three cases the cluster with the highest
cut value (i.e. the most relevant explanative chunk)
is the one containing the subject. Interestingly, the
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• Black-box: seq2seq with attention, 2 layers, dim 100, no tuning

• Example actual predictions:
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• Example actual predictions:

• Is the model good?
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• Explanation:

• Actual attention scores:
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• Interpretability framework for structured-data models (not 
only sentences!)


• Works directly on inputs/outputs, model-agnostic


• Experiments show how explanations yield partial view 
into inner workings of black-box systems

Summary
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• As with most interpretability frameworks, assumes 
uncorrelated inputs - strong assumption


• Can we enhance the probabilistic modeling to account for 
this?


• Can we prove reconstruction guarantees in some form?

Discussion
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• Various approaches to interpretability in NLP in the last 
year:


• [Arras et al. 2017]: uses Layer-wise Relevance 
Propagation


• [Sundararajan et al 2017]: integrated gradients, 
applications to MT


• [Murdoch et al. 2018]: decompose nonlinearities in 
LSTM via telescoping sums, analyze "focalized" 
contributions of subsets of the input

Epilogue
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Computational Approaches to Subjectivity, Sentiment and 
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Contextual Decomposition To Extract Interactions From 
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• Current gradient-based methods require additional 
computation / optimization

• Can we get explanations as a byproduct of computation?

• ... with minimal architectural modification?

• Our approach: hybrid simple-complex models

Self explaining neural nets
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• The archetypical interpretable model:

Interpretability: linear and beyond
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• The archetypical interpretable model:

• What makes it interpretable? 

1. Inputs are clearly anchored - interpretable quantities

Interpretability: linear and beyond
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• The archetypical interpretable model:

• What makes it interpretable? 

1. Inputs are clearly anchored - interpretable quantities

2. Parameters -> (signed) contribution of each feature

Interpretability: linear and beyond
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• The archetypical interpretable model:

• What makes it interpretable? 

1. Inputs are clearly anchored - interpretable quantities

2. Parameters -> (signed) contribution of each feature

3. Simple aggregation function (sum)

Interpretability: linear and beyond
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• The archetypical interpretable model:

• What makes it interpretable? 

1. Inputs are clearly anchored - interpretable quantities

2. Parameters -> (signed) contribution of each feature

3. Simple aggregation function (sum)

• How much can we generalize the model without losing (1)-(3)?

Interpretability: linear and beyond
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Self-explaining models
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• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN


• MNIST dataset

Explaining MNIST via inputs



• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN


• MNIST dataset

Explaining MNIST via inputs
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• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN


• MNIST dataset

Explaining MNIST via inputs

 CNN (LeNet)
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• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN


• MNIST dataset

Explaining MNIST via inputs

 CNN (LeNet)
0 1 2 3 .. 9
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• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN


• MNIST dataset

Explaining MNIST via inputs
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• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN
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• Surface model: linear, parameter model: CNN
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MNIST: Quantitative Evaluation
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• Consistency. Does        really behave as importance?
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• Consistency. Does        really behave as importance?

• Set                 . How does class probability change? 
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MNIST: Quantitative Evaluation

!54

• Consistency. Does        really behave as importance?

• Set                 . How does class probability change? 

• Compare original         and drop in class probability. 
Should be similar!
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<latexit sha1_base64="hN8Ornui2aRrvum8hULPFpODhb8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rPNjO+yUTAj16qMsWR6yn0LUBJw=">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</latexit>



MNIST: Quantitative Evaluation
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• Consistency. Does        really behave as importance?

• Set                 . How does class probability change? 

• Compare original         and drop in class probability. 
Should be similar!

<latexit sha1_base64="0oQh1wST47PJ/WKd1kvuEnYVxR4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="hN8Ornui2aRrvum8hULPFpODhb8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rPNjO+yUTAj16qMsWR6yn0LUBJw=">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</latexit>



MNIST: Explanations via concepts
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• Stability. How coherent are the explanations of similar 
examples?
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• Stability. How coherent are the explanations of similar 
examples?



Application: COMPAS dataset
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• COMPAS recidivism risk score dataset (ProPublica)


• "Relapse" scores produced by COMPAS - private 
proprietary algorithm


• Used in criminal justice system to aid in bail granting 
decisions


• Various works analyzing its fairness [Grgic-Hlaca et al., 
2018, Zafar et al., 2017] 



Application: COMPAS dataset
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�100 �50 0 50 100

(Constant)

Misdemeanor

Female

Other

Native American

Hispanic

Asian

African American

Age Below TwentyFive

Age Above FourtyFive

Number of Priors

Two yr Recidivism

Relevance Score ✓(x) (Scaled)

• Task: train model to reproduce COMPAS scores


• SENN model achieves 4% improvement over baseline


• Example explanation:



Effect of gradient regularization

!58
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• How to evaluate stability of explanations?



Effect of gradient regularization
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• How to evaluate stability of explanations?

• Continuous notion of stability:

<latexit sha1_base64="M9vJ8GNvrAoJwrOXPzi7fYc0IoI=">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</latexit>



Effect of gradient regularization
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• How to evaluate stability of explanations?

• Continuous notion of stability:

<latexit sha1_base64="M9vJ8GNvrAoJwrOXPzi7fYc0IoI=">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</latexit>

Ball of radius eps around x_i



Effect of gradient regularization
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• How to evaluate stability of explanations?

• Continuous notion of stability:

• Discrete analogue:

<latexit sha1_base64="M9vJ8GNvrAoJwrOXPzi7fYc0IoI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/8R4A9bXfCeqyT79Dd05hqnSx5c=">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</latexit>

Ball of radius eps around x_i
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• How to evaluate stability of explanations?

• Continuous notion of stability:

• Discrete analogue:

<latexit sha1_base64="M9vJ8GNvrAoJwrOXPzi7fYc0IoI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/8R4A9bXfCeqyT79Dd05hqnSx5c=">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</latexit>

Ball of radius eps around x_i

Set of points in dataset at most 

distance eps away from x_i
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COMPAS dataset Breast Cancer dataset

• Stronger gradient regularization -> more stability (and 
often better accuracy!)



• Larger, more complex datasets


• Alternative approaches to learn interpretable concepts 


• Can we use explanations during training to improve 
performance?

Next Steps

!60



• Inject interpretability into rich neural network models


• Framework draws inspiration from classic notions of 
interpretability


• Directly enforces stability and consistency of explanations

Summary

!61


